The tremendously large number of increasing Internet protocol (IP) packets call for quality of service (QoS) guaranteed packets transmission with low-delay, high throughput, and high energy efficiency (defined as the transmitted bits per unit energy consumption) in the fifth-generation (5G) networks. For this motivation, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks and the next generation of wireless technologies are two major methods in the wired and wireless networks, respectively. However, the existing energy efficient switch fabric and wireless technologies have focused on either wired or wireless networks, only separately. The joint cross-networks optimization for energy efficiency in 5G remains unexplored. This does not fully facilitate the QoS guaranteed packets transmission and energy efficient networks planning from the viewpoint of cross networks. In this paper, we formulate a joint optimization model to enhance the performance of energy efficiency in 5G. In particular, each base station is equipped with a set of parallel tunable lasers for simultaneous transmission of multiple packets from the uplink users in the cell as well as the data center networks. We propose a novel joint cross-networks scheduling and routing (JCNSR) algorithm according to the wireless channel quality of users, user data rate, and the topology constraint. The IP packets are then delivered to the targeted cells via a transport layer in the WDM network and further transmitted to the targeted users via wireless channels under the constraint of delay. Based on the idea of the cross-networks tradeoff between the delay and the energy efficiency, JCNSR can achieve high-energy efficient transmission with performance guarantee. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is verified by extensive simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The forthcoming next generation of communications [1] with tremendous Internet protocol (IP) traffic [2] would be possibly enabled through exploiting various promising technologies in the fifth generation (5G) wireless technologies, such as cloud computing [3] , [4] , millimeter waves (mmwave) [5] - [8] , multi-user multiple-input multipleoutput (MU-MIMO) [9] , [10] . The enhancement of energy efficiency (defined as the transmitted bits per unit energy consumption) have been widely investigated for advanced wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) wired networks [11] , [12] and 5G wireless networks [1] , respectively.
Energy efficiency involved in WDM networks is quite relevant to the wired network planning techniques [11] - [19] . A. Brzezinski et al. in [11] added a virtual output queues (VOQs) to each node in the IP layer and treated with the transport layer in WDM networks as a single switch fabric with a reconfiguration overhead. The reconfiguration overhead are the timeslots needed for system (or optical component) reconfiguration, during which the packets backlogged in VOQs cannot be transmitted. Shu Fu et al. in [12] employed multiple fast tunable lasers equipped at each node in the WDM networks for parallel transmission of multiple timeslots. The timeslots in wired networks will be collected in an output queue (OQ) in each targeted node. Based on the parallel transmission, they further proposed an energyconsumption-saving framework which can guarantee the performance of WDM switching networks, i.e., achieving the bounded packet delay without packet losses. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of 5G wireless transmission, each BS will further package the packets of wired transmission in its OQ queue as the timeslots for wireless transmission. From the viewpoint of wireless energy efficiency [20] - [22] , C. Xiong et al. in [20] studied the energy efficiency issue in single-antenna based wireless networks. Z. Xu et al. in [21] investigated the energy efficiency in MU-MIMO based wireless networks.
While being seriously pursued, the level of energy efficiency in the IP traffic based networks remains unsatisfactory due to the following reasons. First, the existing works on energy efficiency improvements are generally classified into two independent categories regarding either wired networks [11] - [19] or wireless networks [20] - [24] , separately. These results can hardly provide insights into the cross-networks energy efficiency issues. Therefore, we argue that a joint cross-networks framework of energy efficiency from wired WDM networks to 5G wireless networks may be established to further saving energy consumption and guide the real-world scenario. Second, the existing performance guaranteed switching frameworks generally focused on the optical switches [25] , [26] . An existing work proposed by S. Fu et al. in [12] extended the philosophy in [25] and [26] to unveil the tradeoff between delay and energy consumption in WDM networks under the consideration of the topology constraint. However, the authors in [12] focused on the energy consumption other than energy efficiency in WDM networks and they do not take energy efficiency of wireless networks into account in the optimization model.
In this paper, we investigate a cross-networks framework for energy efficiency improvement from WDM wired networks to 5G wireless networks. Particularly, we intend to answer the following questions: how to design a performance guaranteed cross-networks framework; how to execute traffic scheduling, routing for transmissions and configure parameters involving the energy efficiency of both wired and 5G wireless networks, such as the transmit power of BSs, the number of tunable lasers, wavelengths per link connecting BSs, and the size of bandwidth and so on, to maximize the energy efficiency with QoS guaranteed performance. In this paper, we first formulate the cross-networks energy efficiency model. Based on the framework, we further investigate the tradeoff between delay and energy efficiency and propose a joint cross-networks scheduling and routing (JCNSR) algorithm to maximize the cross-networks energy efficiency with guaranteed performance. Our main contributions are two-fold:
• Proposal of a new joint cross-networks guaranteed optimization model for energy efficiency improvement:
We propose a joint optimization model from the viewpoint of cross-networks energy efficiency. Unlike [12] which considered the energy consumption in WDM networks only, parameters involved in energy efficiency of scheduling, routing, and wireless transmission are determined in an integrated process.
• Discovery of the relevant tradeoff between delay and energy efficiency: Based on the optimization model proposed in this paper, we prove the existence of the tradeoff between cross-networks energy efficiency and delay. Based on the tradeoff, we further maximize the cross-networks energy efficiency by joint crossnetworks scheduling and routing (JCNSR) algorithm proposed in this paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II sketches the network model and proposes the cross-networks optimization model. Section III determines the values of parameters relevant to energy efficiency from the viewpoint of cross-networks optimization and presents JCNSR algorithm. Section IV presents the numerical results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
Notation: |x| is the length of vector x, and x(y) is the y-th element in x, where 1 ≤ y ≤ |x| . · and · denote rounding up and down operations on a real number, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we introduce the downlink network model for cross-networks energy efficiency optimization and formulate the optimization model.
A. NETWORK MODEL
We consider a network with a set of nodes N = {1, 2, · · · , N , each of which is connected to a BS. Each node can be divided into the WDM transport layer and an overlaid IP layer. The WDM transport layer provides reconfigurable optical crossconnects (OXC). The IP layer controls traffic scheduling, routing and queues for packet buffering. We assume that m fast tunable lasers are equipped on each node to support parallel transmissions of IP packets via turning each laser to a specific wavelength w (w ∈ W ). A common control channel (CCC) [12] is employed to exchange control signalings among nodes. In this work, we assume a centralized scheduler in WDM networks, based on which the algorithm can be executed in a centralized manner by efficient computable capacity provided by cloud computing. Although distributed scheduling and routing are more alluring, it is left for future study.
The IP layer of each node possesses multiple VOQs and one output queue (OQ). Each VOQ buffers IP packets destined to the OQ of a specific cell. The IP packet received from either VOQs or data center networks (DCN) will be buffered in the OQ. As shown in Fig. 1 , for cell 1, IP packets are collected at BS 1 from users in cell 1. Packets are further buffered in VOQs in BS 1 according to their destinations. The IP packets from BS 1 to BS 3 are routed through the OXC of BS 2. For an arbitrary BS, all the received packets from BSs and DCN will be sent to the OQ buffer. The packets from the VOQs of DCN and IP packets destined to the cell itself will be sent to OQ directly without routing. The transmission of packets will be executed via turning lasers connecting each VOQ to a specific wavelength in the fiber link. As Fig. 2 shows, the parallel lasers can simultaneously transmit IP packets of two VOQ queues in node 1. The IP packets of the two VOQ queues are delivered to two wavelengths, w1 and w2, respectively, in the fiber links. With the assumption of wavelength continuity constraint, the IP packets in a specific VOQ can only employ the same wavelength in all links of lightpath carrying the IP packets.
After the IP packets received by each node have been multiplexed in the OQ, each BS further packages the IP packets of wired transmission in the OQ as the timeslots of wireless transmission in schedules. Through configuring the BS transmit power, the number of transmit antennas, N t , and frequency bandwidth, B, the IP packets can be transmitted to the users with guaranteed performance.
B. DYNAMIC TRAFFIC MODEL AND TRANSMISSION CONFIGURATION
Let u j be the user set in the cell j, and b u j (y),u i (x) denote the amount of IP packets from the x-th user in u i to the y-th user in u j . The number of IP packets from BS i to BS j, a j,i , can be formulated as follows:
From the viewpoint of communications between cells, we can formulate a N × N traffic matrix A = a j,i . The entries in any row or column of A are summed to at most T , where T is the overall guaranteed delay. As in [12] , A will be decomposed into a set of N s transmission configurations I k = {I k j,i (k = 1, 2, · · · , N S and ∀i, j ∈ N), where I k j,i takes either 1 or 0 denoting a lightpath L P jik existing or not. L P jik presents the lightpath from node i to node j in the k-th transmission configuration with a length
L ab , where L ab denotes the length of link connecting points a and b. For an arbitrary k, I k has at most a single I k ji = 1 in any row i and column j to achieve non-blocking switching [27] of IP packets in this transmission configuration. Each I k is weighted by a constant ∅ k , denoting the maintaining time (in timeslots) of the lightpaths in I k . As in [12] , to achieve loss-free packet transmissions in WDM networks, the expression (2) should be guaranteed,
(2)
The reconfiguration overhead can be partitioned into four parts: the overhead for turning the lasers in each node, δ L , the overhead for changing the OXC status in each node, δ O , the overhead for the transmission of optical signal in fibers, δ F (typically 5 microsecond (ms) per 1000 kilometer (km)), and the overhead for each BS scheduling and processing the IP packets from WDM networks and DCN, δ BS . Using the (2) in [12] , the overall overhead can be formulated as follows,
where δ F can be formulated as
In (4), L P max is the length limit of the lightpaths, and D max is the network diameter defined as the length of the longest shortest path between nodes in the WDM networks and (4) can be guaranteed.
D. SCHEDULING, ROUTING AND WIRELESS TRANSMISSION STAGES
Traffic scheduling, routing, and BS transmission are carried out periodically. Each period consists of five stages as shown in Fig. 3 . In Stage 1, packets from the users in the cell and DCN are accumulated in multiple VOQs in each BS over a period of T timeslots. Stage 2 takes H timeslots to exchange the traffic information and wireless channel quality among the BSs using the CCC signaling in a centralized manner. Based on the CCC signaling, the matrix decomposition involving the wireless channel quality and topology constraints is executed. The specific algorithm will be presented in Section III. Let α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) be the controllable factor of delay which determines the delay constraint of WDM networks and wireless networks, respectively. In Stage 3, T 1 = αT timeslots will be used for IP packets transmission in the WDM networks and the reconfiguration overhead, δ. Packets are then transmitted to the OQs at the destinations in at most T timeslots in Stage 4. In Stage 5, at most T 2 = (1 − α)T timeslots will be used for the wireless transmission in BSs. The wireless channel is assumed to remain static in the T 2 timeslots. Since the changing wireless environment, α should be large enough to be adapted to the changed wireless channel quality. The whole process is carried out in a pipelined manner for contiguous batches.
E. PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE
In this paper, guaranteed quality of service (QoS) refers to the case that there is no packet loss and packet delay bounded from the cross-networks viewpoint. Two issues are necessary to achieve loss-free packet transmissions. First, the traffic matrix A must be covered by the set of N S configurations as in (2) . Second, all the N S configurations must be fulfilled from the source cell to the user in the destination cell in at most T timeslots as shown by Stage 3 and Stage 5 as shown in Fig. 3 . Since each node has m tunable lasers working in parallel, the execution time of WDM networks, T 1 of Stage 3 must satisfy
The transmission execution time in wireless networks, T 2 of Stage 5 must satisfy
Using (5)- (6), the system delay can be bounded by 3T + H timeslots as shown in Fig. 3 .
F. CROSS-NETWORKS ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In WDM networks, let E WDM be the energy consumed in Stage 3 of Fig. 3 for transmitting a specific traffic matrix A in T 1 time slots in WDM networks, and t 0 be the unit of timeslot. Although S. Fu et al. have given the model of energy consumption of WDM networks in (5) in [12] , they did not consider the transmitted bits per unit energy consumption in the WDM networks. In this paper, we assume that the energy consumption of VOQs, OQs, and the backhaul between BSs are constant and thus not a concern. We denote the static circuit power consumption as P S , the power consumption for utilizing a tunable laser in an arbitrary node i as P L , and that for a wavelength on each fiber as P w . Besides, power consumption for using unit-length lightpath per bit is P R . Let w be the number of wavelengths utilized in the T 1 timeslots in WDM networks. Let L be the set of directed links in WDM, and L be the number of links in L. Let r k ji be the average throughput per IP packet of BS i to BS j via the lightpath in I k ji . The energy consumption E WDM in Stage 3 of Fig. 3 can be formulated in (7) .
Let P j max be the overall transmit power of BS j, B be the wireless bandwidth, and N t be the number of transmit antennas. P B denotes the power cost by generating unit of wireless bandwidth in BS [1] , [6] , [21] , [28] ; P N t is the power cost per transmit antenna in BS;P R is the power cost per unit of throughput in the BS. In the considered wireless networks, the energy consumption, E wl , can be formulated as in (8)
Taking (7)- (8) into account, we can get the cross-networks energy efficiency, η, as in (9), as shown at the top of the next page. The unit of η is bit/Joule/cell. Let the number of receive antennas per user be N r , we assume that the number of streams per user equals to N r , and the number of transmit antennas N t ≥ N r × |u i | is guaranteed for an arbitrary cell i in N in this paper. Therefore, all streams can be served simultaneously by employing Block diagonalization (BD) precoding [10] . Let r u i (x,s) present the minimum traffic rate demand of the s-th stream of the x-th user in the user set u i of the cell i and R 0 defined in (10) be the minimum traffic rate vector denoting the threshold of the traffic throughput per stream. Let N 0 be the power spectral density of white noise. The minimum transmit power p u j(x,s) of an arbitrary BS j pumping in the s-th stream of the x-th user in u j for achieving the minimum rate r u j(x,s) can be formulated by (11) .
where g u j(x,s) denotes the channel gain from BS j to the s-th stream of the x-th user in u j . For simplicity, we assume that all IP packets have the same minimum rate threshold, i.e, r 0 = r u 1 (1,1) = r u 1 (1,2) = · · · = r u N (|u N |,N r ) . The diversity of traffic QoS will be studied in our future work. Let R be the demand of the overall throughput per cell in the 3T + H timeslots. Let R be the traffic rate vector of streams after WF power allocation. Then, the system model can be formulated as (12)- (14), where (13) denotes that each and all streams possesses throughput larger than r 0 . (14) denotes that the overall throughput per cell in the 3T +H timeslots as in Fig. 3 . The minimum power pumped in each stream to cater to the constraints of (13) and (14) can be determined by water-filling (WF) algorithm [29] , [30] .
In practice, each BS first determines the power poured in the wireless bandwidth for catering to the minimum throughput of users defined in (10) using (11) . Thereafter, WF algorithm can be employed by each BS to execute power allocation until the system throughput achieves R defined in (14) . The specific WF algorithm with the fixed system throughput can be found in [29] and [30] .
III. JOINT CROSS-NETWORKS SCHEDULING AND ROUTING ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose a joint cross-networks scheduling and routing (JCNSR) algorithm to schedule and route IP packets to the destined cells and transmit IP packets to the users via wireless channel.
A. DETERMINE THE PARAMETERS INVOLVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN WDM NETWORKS
As in [12] and [19] , the traffic matrix A can be covered by N s (N S > N ) transmission configurations with the same weight
Since ∅ > 0, we have 0 < δt < αT .
The T IP packets will be delivered to the targeted cells in T 1 timeslots with the speedup of transmission by multiple lasers. Though the increased number of lasers provides larger speedup, the energy consumption of the lasers will also be increased. From the viewpoint of energy saving, we should minimize the number of lasers with the constraint of delay.
Theorem 1: From the viewpoint of energy saving, for a fixed T 1 , the value of N s is determined via minimizing the number of lasers, m, in each BS. Define λ = T δN , with the derivations in Appendix A, the specific value of N S , m, z are determined by (17)- (19) .
In practice, we take the ceil of N s in (17) , take the maximum value of 1 and the floor of z as in (19) and calculate m by N s /z . The number of wavelengths is minimized by routing the lightpaths as in III. B. Fig. 4 shows the pseudo of the JCNSR algorithm. Based on the JCNSR, we can achieve an integrated process of the energy efficient scheduling, routing in the WDM networks and wireless transmission in the wireless networks.
B. THE JCNSR ALGORITHM
As shown in Fig. 4 , we first initialize the parameters in Step 1. In Step 2, we determine the power pumping in each stream with BD precoding per cell under the constraints of (13)- (14) via water-filling algorithm in [29] and [30] . In Step 3, we schedule and route the IP packets in the traffic matrix based on the user rate and the topology limit.
With m and z determined in III. A, The philosophy of the traffic matrix decomposition in Step 3 is to minimize the number of wavelengths w delivering the IP packets and routing the packets carrying the larger throughput with less routing distance.
Unlike the JSR algorithm in [12] , we maintain the load balance between timeslots in the WDM networks by adding one lightpath each time in a different timeslot z as in line 3 in the Step 3. On the other hand, in the line 10 of Step 3, VOLUME 5, 2017 lightpath with the maximum metric involves with the available throughput and the corresponding routing distance of the lightpath will be selected and added to the transmission configuration. The variable µ ∈ [0, 1] is the weight of the available throughput in the scheduling metric. In the case of µ = 0, the metric is irrelevant with throughput, in the case of µ > 0 otherwise. We first increase z in line 3 in the Step 3 to balance the load between timeslots, then increase the number of lasers m in line 22 in the step 3 to achieve parallel transmission. If another lightpath cannot be added to all the transmission configurations by either increasing z or m , a new wavelength will be added to the WDM networks in line 22 in the Step 3.
After executing the JCNSR algorithm, IP packets are buffered in the OQ of each BS. All the IP packets will be delivered to the users with performance guaranteed in the (1 − α)T wireless timeslots with an appropriate transmit power of each BS as III. C.
C. DETERMINE THE PARAMETERS INVOLVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN WIRELESS NETWORKS
The T wired packages must be transmitted to the users in at most T 2 wireless timeslots as (6) to achieve no packet loss in the wireless networks with appropriate transmit power of BSs. Since N t ≥ N r × |u i | for ∀i ∈ N, all the users in the user set per cell can be simultaneously served with BD precoding in the cell and the delay constraint can be met with appropriate transmit power of BSs. For an arbitrary BS j, j ∈ N, MU-MIMO can provide parallel transmission of N r × u j wireless packages simultaneously, and the overall throughput of each user will be averaged in T 2 wireless timeslots.
Theorem 2: When µ = 0, the cross-networks energy efficiency, η, in (9) is quasiconcavity in the user throughput, R, per cell and system bandwidth B, respectively.
Proof: Please see Appendix B. In the case of µ > 0, the lightpath selected in line 10 in the Step 3 in Fig. 4 involves both the shortest routing distance per lightpath and the overall available throughput carried by each lightpath. Therefore, the power consumed by routing is not necessarily a convex function of R, and Theorem 2 is not necessarily effective.
The specific values of R and B can be determined by the networks planning for achieving the peak energy efficiency from the standpoint of engineering.
The controllable factor of delay, α, determines the shares of delay bound, T , in WDM networks and wireless networks, respectively. From the viewpoint of wireless transmission, the throughput per cell is averaged in the T 2 wireless timeslots. As T 2 increases, throughput carried by each timeslot decreases.
Theorem 3: The energy consumption for wireless transmission can be minimized when T 2 = (1 − α)T in (6) .
Proof: Please see Appendix C. 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. PARAMETER CONFIGURATION
In the simulation section, we focus on the performance of JCNSR in the classical NSFNET topology in IV. B-IV. D first, and then we explore the performance of JCNCR in dynamic topologies in IV. E. The NSFNET topology considered in this paper is as Fig. 5 shows. The parameter configuration is described in Table. 1. Unless other mentioned, we let K = 1, for the NSFNET topology, we can calculate that (18)- (20), we can acquire that m = 3, z = 13, ϕ = 40 timeslots and N s = 39. The omnidirectional path model [6] is PL = 86.6 + 24.5 × log 10 d , where d is the distance between BS and users. The unit of d is meter (m). The lognormal shadowing is ε ∼ N (0, 8 dB) [6] . Unless particularly mentioned, we set µ = 0 in line 10 of Step 3 in Fig. 4 to simplify this scheduling metric and guarantee the concavity of energy efficiency in R as Theorem 2.
B. THE IMPACT OF R, r 0 and µ ON THE CROSS-NETWORKS ENERGY EFFICIENCY
We present the impact of R on the energy efficiency in Fig. 6 . As in (9), the increase of R will improve the energy VOLUME 5, 2017 consumption of delivering the throughput in the WDM networks and wireless networks. For fair comparison, we also add the weight, µ, in line 10 of Step 3 in Fig.4 into the schedule metric in JSR in [12] . As Theorem 2, when µ = 0, the energy efficiency first increases in both JCNSR and JSR as R increases. As R further increases, the peak value of energy efficiency of JCNSR and JSR are achieved at R = 4 Gbits and R = 5 Gbits, respectively. Thereafter, the energy efficiency falls due to the limit of the wireless capacity and the increasing energy consumption. The energy efficiency of JCNSR outperforms the counterpart of the JSR algorithm because the overall routing distance and the number of wavelengths employed by using JSR in the WDM networks are much larger than by using JCNSR. Accordingly, JCNSR is more energy efficient than the JSR algorithm. In Fig. 7 , the impact of r 0 on energy efficiency is demonstrated. The performance of JCNSR still outperforms JSR in [12] which confirms the stability of performance of JCNSR. To sufficiently explore the performance of the algorithms, we increases r 0 from 100 bits per IP packet to 1 × 10 6 bits per IP packet. In Fig. 7 , as r 0 increases, the energy efficiency of both JCNSR and JSR drastically falls due to the limited space for water-filling algorithm leading to sharply deteriorative energy consumption in wireless networks. In Fig. 8 , the impact of µ on the cross-networks energy efficiency is demonstrated. As µ increases, the energy efficiency gradually increases due to the traffic with larger throughput being selected with priority for routing. Accordingly, the traffic with higher throughput can be routed first for saving energy consumption by routing. In this paper, we ignore the impact of µ and focus on the case of µ = 0 which guarantee the quasiconcavity of energy efficiency with R as in Theorem 2.
C. THE IMPACT OF B, L P max and N t ON THE CROSS-NETWORKS ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In Fig.9 , we give the impact of bandwidth, B, on the energy efficiency. As theorem 2, when µ = 0, the energy efficiency is quasiconcavity in B. The effectiveness of wireless bandwidth is comparable with R in IV. B. As in Fig. 9 , when U = 50, the energy efficiency monotonously decreases as B increases. That is because the throughput per cell can be well fulfilled with small bandwidth and the increased bandwidth increases the power consumption only. However, when U = 10, the energy efficiency will be improved firstly in both JCNSR and JSR and achieves the peak value at B = 2.5 × 10 9 GHz. That is because the less number of users per cell provides less space in water-filling power allocation for saving energy in the wireless transmission, where a larger bandwidth can cut down the power consumption in wireless transmission for supporting throughput per cell, R. After B = 2.5×10 9 , as B further increases, energy efficiency gradually decreases due to the overlarge energy consumption by generating more wireless bandwidth. In Fig. 10 , we show the energy efficiency under the restraint of different limit of longest shortest routing distance. The length limit of the maximum routing distance should be no less than the longest shortest path between nodes in the WDM networks. As described in II. C, L P max = K × D max , where K ≥ 1. As K increases, the enlarged limit of routing distance will aggravate the energy consumption by routing. On the other hand, the enlarged limit of routing distance can not necessarily cut down the number of wavelengths used for routing due to the limit of topology. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 10 , the energy efficiency will be monotonously decreased as K increases.
In Fig. 11 , the impact of N t on energy efficiency is given. When R = 1 Gbits, energy efficiency is monotonously decreased as N t increases in either JCNSR or JSR because the power consumption of the increased number of antennas is more than the energy saving in wireless transmission. When R is increased to 10 Gbits, there is a gain of energy efficiency when N t is increased to N t = 150 because of the improved wireless channel leading to a decreased power consumption in wireless transmission. After N t = 150, the energy efficiency gradually decreased as the increased power consumption of antennas is larger than the power saving in wireless transmission. 
D. THE IMPACT OF α & T ON THE CROSS-NETWORKS ENERGY EFFICIENCY
According to theorem 3, for a fixed T , as α increases, the energy consumption of wireless transmission aggravates due to the decreased T 2 . From the standpoint of WDM networks, as T 1 increases, the number of scheduling, z, will be increasing as (19) and the number of lasers will be decreasing as in (18) , which will cut down the total distance of routing for delivering IP packets and the number of wavelengths. Therefore, a tradeoff exists between α and energy efficiency. As Fig. 12 shows, when T = 100, the energy efficiency increases as α increases due to the decreased energy consumption in WDM networks dominating the performance of energy efficiency. However, the energy efficiency achieves the peak value at α = 0.96 and then drastically falls after α > 0.96 because the decreased number of timeslots used for wireless transmission increases the energy consumption in wireless networks. In Fig. 13 , T is increased to 1000 timeslots. We fix T 2 as in Fig. 12 , by comparison of Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , as T increases from 100 to 1000, the energy efficiency indeed decreases less than 10 times and the proposed algorithm possesses scalability in time domain. Another observation in Fig. 13 is that the energy efficiency will be improved when the cell radius d is decreased to 100 meter because the narrowed cell radius will enhanced the quality of wireless channel and further cut down the energy consumption in wireless transmission. There is not a folding down of the energy efficiency when d = 100 meter because the enhanced quality of wireless channel can cut down the energy consumption in wireless transmission. 
E. THE IMPACT OF RANDOMLY GENERATED TOPOLOGIES ON THE CROSS-NETWORKS ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In this sub-section, we explore the performance of JCNSR in the dynamic randomly generated topologies with the length of each link being uniformly random distributed between 800 km to 1000 km. In Fig. 14 , we set the average vertex degree, Nv = 4, and randomly generate networks topologies with the constraint of different number of vertexes. As the number of vertexes, N , increases, the energy efficiency is monotonously decreased because the increased IP packets in the networks and the enlarged routing distance. Let Ls denote the total routing distance (in km) of IP packets in the WDM networks /10 5 , w be the number of wavelengths employed for delivering IP packets, and m be the number of lasers. Fig. 15 shows the networks resource consumption under different N . The routing distance is monotonously increased as N increases due to the extensive networks scales. As observations in Fig. 15 , m increases due to the more intended endpoints in the networks as in (18) . w in either JCNSR or JSR is gradually increased due to the enlarged networks scale and m leading to more parallel transmission of IP packets in WDM networks. The routing distance by using JCNSR is less than by JSR because the traffic with large routing distance is uniformly distributed in the T 1 timeslots of WDM networks. Noticeable, though the energy efficiency decreases as N increases from 10 to 30, the reduction of energy efficiency is indeed less than two-third. Therefore, the JCNSR algorithm possesses the scalability in space domain. In Fig. 16 , we fix the number of vertexes, N = 20. As Nv increases, the energy efficiency increases because the increases vertex degree will provide more choices for routing and save energy consumption. In Fig. 17 , the networks resource consumptions under different Nv are given. The total routing distance as well as the employed number of wavelengths is decreased as Nv increases. The number of m maintains due to the decreased δ is not enough to cut down the number of used lasers for transmission in (18) .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a framework for cross-networks energy efficiency improvement from the WDM wired networks to the next generation of wireless networks has been proposed. The proposed framework improves the cross-networks energy efficiency through three steps: 1) we have proposed the framework of energy efficient model from the cross-networks viewpoint; 2) we have unveiled the relevant tradeoff between the delay and energy efficiency, based on which we have provided the configurations of parameters involving the energy consumption; 3) we have proposed JCNSR algorithm to achieve an integrated process of scheduling, routing and wireless transmission. We have also demonstrated the superior performance of the proposed framework via simulations. As the future work, we would consider the diversity of the traffic QoS, the distributed algorithm and further modify and extend the framework to adapt to the coordinated multi-point (CoMP) scenario to explore the performance of the proposed framework. 
Based on (A1), m is concavity in z due to . By (16) , the latter will lead to −T > √ δNT , which is infeasible. . By (A1), we can get m and N S = z×m.
By λ = T δN , we can derive (18)- (20) .
APPENDIX B
After WF power allocation, we can get the throughput vector, R, for achieving the predetermined throughput, R, per cell. Denote the superlevel sets of η(R) as S β = {R R 0 |η(R) ≥ β} .
As in [10] , [31] , and [32] , η(R) is strictly quasiconcave in R if S β is strictly convex for any real number β. When β < 0, no points exist on the contour η (R) = β. When β = 0, only 0 is on the counter η (0) = β. Therefore, S β is strictly convex when β ≤ 0. When β > 0, S β is equivalent to S β = {R R 0 |a×P * 5G (R)+a×P * WDM (R)+c×R+d ≤ 0, where a, b, c and d are constant derived from (9) . P * 5G (R) is the total minimum power poured in streams by BSs to achieve the throughput R per cell. In line 10 in step 3 of Fig. 4 , when µ = 0, the total power consumption of routing in WDM networks, P * WDM (R) is convex in R. Since P * 5G (R) is also a strictly convex function with R, S β is strictly convex. Hence, η(R) is strictly quasiconcave in R.
Likewise, for a given throughput, R, per cell, let B be the wireless bandwidth and S τ = {B ≥ 0|η(B) ≥ τ }. As the case of η(B), when τ ≤ 0, S τ is also strictly convex. When τ > 0, S τ is equivalent to S τ = {B ≥ 0|a × P * (B) + b × B + c ≤ 0, where a, b and c are constant derived from (9) and P * (B) is the total minimum power poured in streams by BSs to achieve the throughput R per cell with the constraint of bandwidth, B. It is easily proven that P * (B) is a strictly convex function with B. Therefore, S β is also strictly convex. Hence, η(B) is also strictly quasiconcave in B.
APPENDIX C
Since the wireless channel is treated as constant in the T 2 timeslots, the throughput per stream is equally allocated in the T 2 timeslots. Therefore, the throughput per wireless timeslot in an arbitrary cell is R = R T 2 . We relax T 2 as a continuous variance, t, where t > 0. Since the total minimum power poured in streams, P * (R), is a convex function with R, then f (R, t) = t × P
